A Brief Description of High Temperature Solid Oxide Fuel Cell’s Operation, Materials, Design, Fabrication Technologies and Performance
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Abstract: Today’s world needs highly efficient systems that can fulfill the growing demand for energy. One of the promising solutions is the fuel cell. Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is considered by many developed countries as an alternative solution of energy in near future. A lot of efforts have been made during last decade to make it commercial by reducing its cost and increasing its durability. Different materials, designs and fabrication technologies have been developed and tested to make it more cost effective and stable. This article is focused on the advancements made in the field of high temperature SOFC. High temperature SOFC does not need any precious catalyst for its operation, unlike in other types of fuel cell. Different conventional and innovative materials have been discussed along with properties and effects on the performance of SOFC’s components (electrolyte anode, cathode, interconnect and sealing materials). Advancements made in the field of cell and stack design are also explored along with hurdles coming in their fabrication and performance. This article also gives an overview of methods required for the fabrication of different components of SOFC. The flexibility of SOFC in terms fuel has also been discussed. Performance of the SOFC with varying combination of electrolyte, anode, cathode and fuel is also described in this article.
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1. Introduction

Self-sufficiency in energy is the assurance to excel any country’s economy. The demand of energy is growing day by day due to increasing industrialization and population. According to International Energy Agency (IEA) world energy outlook 2005, energy demand will increase by 50% by 2030. At the same time there is increasing demand for green energy in order to avoid rising green house gas emission, which results into deterioration of climate system. This overall scenario forced different
countries to find alternative energy sources. One of the promising options for alternative resources is fuel cell [1–11].

Fuel cell is an electrochemical device that converts the chemical energy of a fuel (hydrogen, hydrocarbons, ammonia, etc.) and an oxidant (air or oxygen) into electricity very efficiently on many size scales, without combustion and with little or no emission of pollutants. They can be highly efficient and carry many diversified advantages associated with mobile and stationary power generation including both large scale centralized power production and distributed generation in individual homes and businesses, etc. [2,4–19].

Fuel cell names are based on the type of electrolyte material and fuel used. Many fuel cells have been developed for operation between room temperature to 1000 °C. Fuel cells involve many benefits over the conventional ways of generating power like high density of energy, profound efficiency (40%–50% electric, 65%–70% electric for combined cycle, gas turbine and 80%–90% with heat recovery/Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC)), chemically non-pollutant, simultaneous generation of heat and electricity at output, highly maintained power with good regulation, minimum transposal/distribution mechanism and troubles, adjustable as well as fuel flexibility [6,8–12,18,19].

The fuel cells with low temperature involve alkaline (neutralizing), direct or indirect alcohol (liquors like methanol, ethanol) and with operating temperature typically below 100 °C are the hydrogen based polymer electrolyte membrane systems. Such fuel cells have applications in small moveable power and automobiles and have a good range in their mechanics from even less than a watt to over 100 kW. They provide quick start and shut down with unlisted thermal cycling capabilities and highly remarkable load, which are demanding characteristics particularly for automobiles. The phosphoric acid (H₃PO₄) fuel cell which operates at about 200–215 °C is the most commercialized technology developed mainly for stationary distributed heat and particularly for power generation applications. There are two fuel cell systems that operate at intermediate temperatures: Ceria based SOFC and Molten Carbonate which operate at 650 °C and below 600 °C respectively. Solid carbon is used as a fuel in DCFCs (Direct Carbon Fuel Cells) having a high output of CO₂ content whereas SOFC uses gaseous fuels (CO, H₂, CH₄), and as they exit they produce stream with a very high CO₂ substance. One of the most remarkable advantages of SOFCs and DCFCs is their ability to co-generate high level heat greater than 600 °C if involved in end-use applications [8,10,11,18,19]. Table 1 gives the comparison of different fuel cells (based on electrolyte type) in terms of their operating temperature, power, efficiency and applications [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Cell</th>
<th>Operating Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Power (kW)</th>
<th>Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEM (Polymer Electrolyte Membrane)</td>
<td>60–110</td>
<td>0.01–250</td>
<td>40%–55%</td>
<td>Portable, Mobile, Low power generation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC (Alkaline Fuel Cell)</td>
<td>70–130</td>
<td>0.1–50</td>
<td>50%–70%</td>
<td>Mobile, space, military.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAFC (Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell)</td>
<td>175–210</td>
<td>50–1000</td>
<td>40%–45%</td>
<td>Medium to large scale power generation and CHP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCFC (Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell)</td>
<td>550–650</td>
<td>200–100,000</td>
<td>50%–60%</td>
<td>Large scale power generation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFC (Solid Oxide Fuel Cell)</td>
<td>500–1000</td>
<td>0.5–2000</td>
<td>40%–72%</td>
<td>Vehicle auxiliary power units, medium to large scale power generation and CHP, off-grid power and micro CHP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMFC (Direct Methanol Fuel Cell)</td>
<td>70–130</td>
<td>0.001–100</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>Mobile, portable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the last decade, lot of research has been done on fuel cell systems but it will take many years to mature due to technological hurdles which are being encountered. Enhancing durability and lowering the cost are two prime challenges for the commercialization of fuel cell. The fuel
cell technology must be cost competitive and better than other conventional power technologies available today. Also, as per the department of energy USA, the most challenging task for cost effective commercialization of fuel cell is the production of hydrogen. The challenge related to the production of hydrogen is the requirement of energy needed for its production. The task is to use or develop alternative sources that do not need electricity to produce hydrogen. Different processes have been explored in order to reduce the cost of hydrogen production [1,21]. The safe transportation of hydrogen is another issue on which researchers are working [1,22].

SOFCs works on gaseous fuels mostly like H\textsubscript{2} and CO. As a fuel, the DCFC uses solid carbon and gives high efficiency providing the prominent advantage of high electric efficiency (>65%–70%) and produces a pure stream of CO\textsubscript{2} without any extra cost of energy loss [6,10,12,18,19]. Solid oxide fuel cell is based on solid electrolyte sandwiched between two electrodes. SOFC has received more and more attention in recent years due to its better efficiency and durability. The SOFC is considered very flexible among other fuel cells in terms of fuels which is a significant advantage over the other fuel cells. In the current review, the technical and commercial status of high temperature solid oxide fuel cell is discussed. Current research in SOFC is focused on identification and synthesis of innovative materials that can reduce the manufacturing cost and enhance the lifetime of SOFC. Reduced cost and bulk production of the SOFC will make it competitive with currently available conventional power technologies [12,18,21,23–29].

2. Basic Operation of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell

The high temperature fuel cell operates from 800 °C to 1000 °C. The basic operation involves the REDOX systematic. In SOFCs, the conducting species are Oxygen ions. Oxygen gets reduced at the cathode by taking electrons and gets ionized. In a high temperature range, Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ) electrolyte is mostly used for conduction of oxygen ion. Oxygen is supplied to the porous cathode where it gets reduced into oxygen ions which are carried to the anode through solid electrolyte. At the anode, oxygen ions combine with hydrogen and produces water along with carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}) as shown in Figure 1. Very hard and rigid materials are required for SOFC components due to the high operating temperature. In view of long term (40,000–50,000 h) efficient cell operation, chemical and thermal stability are also of utmost concentration along with high rate electrical, electrochemical properties, high chemical and thermal consonance in the fuel cell operating environments [8,12,23–25,30–32]. Two types of concentration are taken into account during the fabrication: economic and technical. Economic concentration includes lowering the fabrication cost by using low cost materials. The technical concentrations include that the design should be fabrication friendly and cost friendly. In the technical setup, economization friendly means that: the materials should be price conscious with its maximum outcomes, should easily be manufactured into the required mechanism, and be minimized structures with passivity and less investment [8].

A single basic fuel cell creates an open circuit voltage slightly above 1 V and decreases to 0.5–0.7 V approximately when load is connected to it [12,31–33]. During operation the current density may alter from 200 to 1000 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2} (DC). To achieve enhanced current and voltage output, many cells are connected in series or parallel to form an assembly (stack). The power plant of SOFC along with stack comprises of different sub-units such as a fuel processing unit for fuel purification, oxygen supply unit, DC to AC conversion, a unit to attain the required temperature and control/safety units. The components (anode, cathode and electrolyte) used in SOFC are all solids [8].
3. Materials

The SOFC is comprised of different components like: electrodes, electrolyte, materials for sealings (if required), interconnects and distribution system for fuel. Metal, ceramics or their composites are widely used for the construction of these components. Different criteria are required for each material in order to operate in multiple capacities [4–12,14–19,34–36]. Different materials used in different SOFC components along with their requirements are discussed below.

3.1. Cathode

The reduction of the oxygen in SOFC takes place at cathode. The reaction that takes place at cathode is given by [10,12],

$$\frac{1}{2}O_2 \text{(gas)} + 2e^- \text{(cathode)} \rightarrow O^{2-} \text{(electrolyte)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The cathode must have high electronic and oxygen ion conductivity, matching thermal expansion coefficient with electrolyte, chemical stability at operating temperatures, sufficient porosity and better catalyst for reduction reaction [10,12]. It is generally considered that electrochemical reaction takes place at triple phase boundary, i.e., at the point of contact of electronic conductor, oxygen ion conductor and gas as shown in Figure 2 [10,12,37,38]. It is liable for the significant loss of voltages in SOFC mostly due to a great deal of polarization losses connected to reduction reaction [10,37,38].
and SrZrO₃ due to its interaction with yttria stabilizer zirconia leading towards poor performance. This problem can be resolved by increasing the Mn concentration and keeping fabrication temperature <1300 °C [10,12,42,45–50]. LSM has negligible oxygen ion conductivity at 900 °C with high electronic conductivity. Hence, the region of reaction is limited only to interface of electrode and electrolyte. This leads toward the necessity that cathode must be porous enough to diffuse oxygen at interface of electrode/electrolyte so that reduction of oxygen can take place. A composite layer or graded structure of LSM/YSZ is in practice to increase triple phase boundaries (TPB) [12,39,41,46]. The cathode reaction in electron conducting perovskite type materials can take place in many steps and across different pathways depending upon the type of electrode material. In pristine electronic conductor materials, the most accepted mechanism is surface pathway. The bulk pathway is an accepted mechanism in mixed ionic electronic conductor (MIEC) and while electrolyte surface pathway is considered in composite materials like LSM/YSZ [10,38]. Figure 3 represents three pathways of oxygen reduction.

![Figure 3. Three reaction pathways of oxygen reduction.](image)

A lot of efforts/concentrations are being given to increase the performance of electrode for low and intermediate temperature SOFCs [10,37,39,40,42–47]. A number of cathode materials having better electronic/ionic conductivity and increased oxygen exchange rate are investigated. It would permit the oxygen reduction action to prolong inside the cathode structure or at the fuel/cathode interconnection, which will consequently increase the reaction rate [10,12,37,39,40]. For this purpose, other perovskite materials like a La₁₋ₓSrₓFe₁−yCo₀.5O₃ (LSCF) are being explored. The electronic and ionic conductivity of some cathode materials (MIEC, mixed ionic and electronic conductivity) are shown in Table 2 [12,43,47,48]. Although these materials have good performance but they exhibit poor chemical stability due to their reaction (solid state) with YSZ electrolyte. To evade this problem a double layered electrolyte composed of gadolinium or samarium doped ceria/YSZ is used [8,12,47–52]. Researcher have explored LSM-YSZ (composite) and LSCF cathodes with YSZ-CGO electrolyte by current over potential measurements and impedance spectroscopy, and it is observed that LSM-YSZ has higher area specific polarization resistance (1.8 Ω-cm²) as compared to LSCF (0.4 Ω-cm²) at 850 °C [51].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cathode</th>
<th>σₑ (S·cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>σ₁ (S·cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>T (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSM</td>
<td>&lt;200</td>
<td>&lt;4 × 10⁻⁸</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSC</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSF</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>5 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSCF</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>300, 78</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>550, 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSCF</td>
<td>45, 20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>500, 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSCu</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Electronic and Ionic Conductivities of various families of SOFC cathode [8].
The solid state reaction that takes place between YSZ electrolyte and MIEC materials during synthesis can be evaded by impregnation of the cathode material into porous electrolyte structure that need low sintering temperature [8,10,12,53]. The impregnation of Perovskite can be obtained by infiltration of aqueous solution molten nitrate salt, or of nitrate salts of ionic species, or suspension of nanoparticle of the material. Similar results are reported by using either of above mention methods [10,12,54].

Similar salts can be produced by the above method. For example, Huang et al. experimented with the digestion of nitrate solution to produce LSC (La$_{0.8}$Sr$_{0.2}$CoO$_{3−δ}$)-YSZ composite in the form of permeable YSZ disk, and after sintering it at temperature 700 °C, observed an area specific resistance (ASR) of as small on 0.03 Ω-cm$^2$ at the same 700 °C [54]. One more way is to use chemically stable perovskite substance having good ionic and electronic flow at lower temperatures. Researchers also studied Pr$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$FeO$_3$ (PSF) group of cathode materials [10,55]. It was deduced that Pr$_{0.8}$Sr$_{0.2}$FeO$_3$ perform no solid state reactivity with YSZ and offered area specific polarization reluctance of 0.204 and 0.164 Ω-cm$^2$ respectively at 800 °C and 850 °C [55]. Another material that mainly finds application as oxygen separation membrane due its high oxygen surface exchange and diffusion characteristics is Ba$_0.5$Sr$_0.5$Co$_{0.8}$Fe$_{0.2}$O$_{3−δ}$ (BSCF) [8,10,56]. Both materials (PSF and BSCF) have small electronic conductivity at 800 °C that enhances with decreasing temperature [57]. Therefore, such substances are useful in low temperature as well as in intermediate temperature SOFC [56–87]. In comparison, La$_{0.4}$Sr$_{1.6}$Cu$_3$O$_{20±δ}$ gives very good electrical conductivity but it reacts with YSZ at temperatures above 600 °C [58]. More information on cathode materials can be accessed through detailed reviews [10,12,25,50].

3.2. Electrolyte

An electrolyte is a component in a solid oxide fuel cell used for the ion transportation between electrodes. High oxygen conductivity (i.e., >0.1 S·cm$^{-1}$) over a wide range of oxygen partial pressure is needed by electrolyte. A material can be a good electrolyte if it meets multifaceted property criteria. The electrolyte must be fully dense with no open porosity in order to avoid any cross diffusion of fuel and oxidant constituents. The electrolyte must be chemically inert with respect to electrodes and sealing materials as it is in contact with these materials. It must also have comparable thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) and fine mechanical properties. The electrolyte must be stable both chemically and structurally in order to make ionic transport number close to unity since it is exposed to extremely oxidizing and reducing environments at electrodes. To withstand high mechanical and thermal stress during operation and fabrication it must contain good tensile stress and toughness [10,12,60–89].

A great deal of consideration has been given to four types of electrolyte, based on fully or partially stained zirconia, doped ceria, doped LaGaO$_3$ and doped Bi$_2$O$_3$ [10,12,35,59,61,62]. Each system includes different sub-categories of materials with one or more dopant contents which improves their ionic conduction or phase stability. The type and concentration of dopant defines effect on phase assemblage, chemical stability, ionic conductivity, thermal and mechanical properties. A careful attention must be given to the fact that many materials are unstable under the SOFC operating conditions, exhibit low ionic conductivity and develop conductivity in reducing environment [12,35,50,59,61]. The electrolyte that fulfills most of the characteristics required for the operation of SOFC is based on Y$_2$O$_3$-ZrO$_2$ with Y$_2$O$_3$ (3–10 mol % range). The 8 mol % Y$_2$O$_3$ doped ZrO$_2$ (YSZ) composition with cubic structure has been known to have the highest ionic conductivity during SOFC operation at about 1000 °C, with about 225–300 MPa mechanical strength at room temperature and 150 MPa above 500 °C [61]. On the other hand, 3YSZ has a very high mechanical strength of about 1000 MPa at room temperature and 400 MPa above 500 °C but at the expense of ionic conductivity, and it also contains unstable and complex phase assemblage [61]. A lot of emphasis is being given to reducing SOFCs operating temperature, their cost and the severity of the materials degradation [62,63]. However, with a decrease in operating temperature from 1000 °C to 800 °C the ionic conductivity of 8YSZ reduces from 0.178 S·cm$^{-1}$ to 0.052 S·cm$^{-1}$ [61].
Therefore, alternative materials have been explored that can have higher ionic conductivity at lower temperatures [10,12,35,58–63].

Other electrolyte materials that are considered due to their higher ionic conductivity include Sc₂O₃-ZrO₂, doped ceria, doped Bi₂O₃, lanthanum strontium magnesium gallate perovskite (LSGM) [10,12,35,43,61–67]. The thermal and mechanical properties of Scandia doped Zirconia are fairly similar to Yttria-Zirconia and the ionic conductivity of 9 mol % Sc₂O₃-ZrO₂ is almost twice that of 8YSZ at 1000 °C. However, Sc₂O₃ is limited and expensive for practical use as an electrolyte in a large scale SOFC [59,61].

Beside Sc₂O₃-ZrO₂, the other electrolyte families, doped ceria and doped Bi₂O₃, develop electronic conductivity above 600 °C and therefore often need a protection of YSZ thin layer [10,35,61,63]. The ionic conductivity of gadolinia doped ceria (CGO-Ce₀.₉Gd₀.₁O₁₉₅) electrolyte at 600 °C is the same as that offered by YSZ at 800 °C. However, the reduction of Ce⁴⁺ ions to Ce³⁺ in CGO results in electron short circuiting due to electronic conduction. This reduction also causes undesirable lattice expansion [10,35,63]. It is reported that SOFC with CGO electrolyte can work at lower temperatures of about 500 °C. In this range of temperature, the contribution of electronic conductivity will be negligible. Also, low temperature ferrite supports components and sealing materials used in this temperature range [10,35,63]. Another electrolyte material that has ionic conductivity comparable to CGO is LSGM having a wider ionic window [12,63]. Despite the fact that LSGM is compelling electrolyte material in intermediate to low temperatures but attaining a single phase and stability are prominent hurdles in using LSGM [10,12,35]. LSGM, CeO₂ and Bi₂O₃ electrolyte are considered fragile for practical devices due to poor mechanical strength [12,59,61].

An alternative approach to reduce ohmic losses is to use thin electrolyte in SOFC. The required ionic conductivity can be achieved at temperatures < 800 °C if thickness of electrolyte is less than 50 μm. An electrolyte thickness of 10 to 15 μm is considered not to be diffusible if synthesized by conventional ceramic routes. Ionic conductivity value > 0.01 S·cm⁻¹ can be achieved by this thickness in order to attain area specific resistance below 0.15 Ω·cm². An electrolyte thickness of 10 to 15 μm can be obtained by using electrode supported cell with fabrication techniques like electrochemical vapor deposition (EVD), slurry or solution spraying, Sol-gel laser spraying, magnetron sputtering, colloidal deposition etc [35,63]. Both anode and cathode supported cell designs have been under investigation. Other materials having pyrochlore, perovskite and brownmillerite like structures are also explored and evaluated but with limited use in fuel cell [10,12,61–67].

Researchers have observed that the ionic conductivities of different materials not only vary with the varying dopant and its concentration but also with temperature such as the ionic conductivities of 3, 8 and 10 mol % yttria stabilized zirconia at 1000 °C are 0.058 S·cm⁻¹, 0.178 S·cm⁻¹ and 0.136 S·cm⁻¹ respectively, whereas at 800 °C the observed ionic conductivities are 0.018 S·cm⁻¹, 0.052 S·cm⁻¹ and 0.037 S·cm⁻¹ respectively. Similarly ionic conductivities of 8 and 9 mol % scandia stablized zirconia observed at 1000 °C are 0.31 S·cm⁻¹ and 0.34 S·cm⁻¹ respectively whereas at 800 °C it is 0.12 S·cm⁻¹ and 0.109 S·cm⁻¹ respectively. The ionic conductivities of electrolytes Ce₀.₈Sm₀.₂O₁.₈₅, Ce₀.₇Gd₀.₃O₁.₈₅ and La₀.₉Sm₀.₁Ga₀.₈Mg₀.₂O₃−δ at 1000 °C are 0.25 S·cm⁻¹, 0.25 S·cm⁻¹ and 0.316 S·cm⁻¹ respectively, whereas at 800 °C these were 0.096 S·cm⁻¹, 0.093 S·cm⁻¹ and 0.121 S·cm⁻¹ respectively [8].

3.3. Anode

The primary objective of anode is the oxidation of fuel and to provide a path to electrons produced in oxidation reaction so they can reach at current collector. The SOFC anode should have properties like good electronic conductivity, sufficient permeability, good electro-catalytic activity, phase relevance with current collector and electrolyte, good microstructural strength to operate at SOFC working temperature and a relating comparable thermal expansion coefficient with electrolyte [12,35,43,68].

\[
\text{O}^{2−} \text{(electrolyte)} \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} \text{O}^{2−} \text{(gas)} + 2e^{−} \text{(Anode)}
\]  
**(2)**
The most frequently used anode with YSZ electrolyte consists of Ni and YSZ whereas Ni doped ceria is used in case of ceria based electrolytes. Ni is a good catalyst to dissociate hydrogen at working temperature of SOFC and also bears excellent electrical conductivity of about $2 \times 10^4 \text{ S cm}^{-1}$ [68–72]. NiO also has a melting temperature (1955 °C) higher than the NiO/YSZ anode fabrication temperature. Since both phases of Ni-YSZ anode contribute greatly toward its performance so there should be equilibrium in their amount for adequate performance. Usually, Ni to YSZ phase volume ratio lies between 35:65 and 55:45 [72]. Coarsening of Ni particles can be avoided by the addition of YSZ phase in the anode and it also provides extra triple phase boundaries by extension of effective reaction region [72,73]. Along with anode composition, the properties like particle shape and size of precursor oxide powders also affect anode performance to a great extent. Different deposition techniques, processing steps and heat treatment are the factor on which optimum particle size and shape is dependent. It is reported that the ideal size of particles for excellent screen printing is 0.1 µm in case of YSZ and 0.2 µm for NiO [72–74]. With these initiating materials, an anodic over potential of just 90 mV was observed with a current density of 350 mA/cm$^2$ at temperature 800 °C, and deterioration of only 1.7% after 4300 h of continuous working at 900 °C [74]. The content of impurity in the starting oxide materials NiO-YSZ is also another factor that affects the performance of anode. It has been found that when content of common impurities like Na$_2$O and SiO$_2$ increase from 100 ppm, it reduces the efficiency of the anode effectively within only hundred hours by intermixing the phases of glassy sodium silicate at interface of anode/electrolyte particularly [75]. The anode supported SOFCs are also under extensive research since they provide better performance as compared to conventional electrolyte supported SOFCs [10,12,68–74]. In anode supported SOFCs, methods like tape casting or die pressing is used to prepare anode while a number of thin film deposition techniques are used to deposit a thin layer of electrolyte over the anode. In anode supported SOFCs, careful attention is given to microstructure, porosity and thickness of the anode. The anode should be dense enough so that the electrolyte layer can be deposited on them but at the same time it should be porous enough to allow diffusion of gas through it so that it can reach at anode electrolyte interface. In Ni-YSZ anode supported SOFCs, high power densities greater than 1 W/cm$^2$ have been reported to be needed for some commercial systems [72,74,76].

Some problems that Ni-YSZ anode encounter during its operation in SOFCs involve deterioration of Ni particles with the passage of time, low stability toward the impurities of fuel, and allows coking when fuels like natural gas and hydrocarbons are used [77]. It has been reported that the coking problem can be reduced by addition of metals like Ru, Au or Rh (1–4 mol %) which can also further reduced by using catalyst and ceria [68,72,77].

Perovskite materials based on strontium titanates, lanthanum chromite and fluorite materials based on ceria with very low or negligible percentage of metals are the alternative potential candidates for Ni-YSZ conducting anode [35,72,78–80]. The excellent performance is reported in literature with La$_{0.75}$Sr$_{0.25}$Cr$_{0.5}$Mn$_{0.5}$O$_3$ anode at 900 °C using humidified hydrogen fuel [81]. No coking is also observed when La$_{0.8}$Sr$_{0.2}$Cr$_{0.97}$V$_{0.03}$O$_3$ anode is operated continuously 100 h using dry methane fuel [82]. Some cermet anodes also exhibit both electronic and ionic conduction known as mixed ionic electronic conduction (MIEC) and increase the reaction zone [10,35,72,79].

To improve the SOFC performance, development of new materials is in progress such as significant performance (power density > 800 mW/cm$^2$) has been shown by double Perovskite anode Sr$_2$Mg$_{1–x}$Mn$_x$MoO$_{6–δ}$ (SMMO) in LSGM supported cells [83]. It is also reported that above material has shown a power density of 338 mW/cm$^2$ with no significant carbon deposition when methane is used as fuel at 800 °C. Also, a power density greater than 900 mW/cm$^2$ with H$_2$ and 600 mW/cm$^2$ with methane is reported for Pr$_{0.4}$Sr$_{0.6}$Co$_{0.2}$Fe$_{0.8}$Nb$_{0.1}$O$_{3–δ}$, that is another promising material with K$_2$NiF$_4$-type structure at 800 °C [84]. The catalytic activity of these anodes can be brought close to that of Ni-YSZ anode but their compatibility with YSZ and CGO electrolytes still needs investigation.

The electrical conductivity of cermet anodes is smaller than that of Ni-YSZ anode. This conductivity is dependent upon the fabrication methods and composition of the materials used.
By using composite of ceramic and metals the conductivity of low conductive ceramic anodes can be enhanced. The bilayered designs (porous conducting layer on anode) can also enhance current collection and conduction. Table 3 summarizes the best alternative anode materials for Ni-YSZ along with their maximum electronic conductivity and polarization resistance. Detailed information about the high temperature anode materials can be found in the literature [12,35,72–84].

Table 3. Polarization resistance in wet H\textsubscript{2} and electronic conductivity (pO\textsubscript{2} \textasciitilde 10\textsuperscript{20}) for selected anode materials [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anode</th>
<th>(\sigma_e) (S \cdot cm\textsuperscript{-1})</th>
<th>(R_p) ((\Omega)-cm\textsuperscript{2})</th>
<th>Temperature ((^\circ)C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Y}_0.3\text{Ce}_0.7\text{O}_2)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{La}_0.3\text{Sr}_0.7\text{TiO}_3)</td>
<td>(-360)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{La}<em>{0.35}\text{Sr}</em>{0.65}\text{TiO}<em>3) (\text{Cr}</em>{0.7}\text{La}_{0.3}\text{O}_2) (7:3 mol ratio)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.2–0.4</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{La}<em>{0.25}\text{Sr}</em>{0.75}\text{Cr}<em>{0.5}\text{Mn}</em>{0.5}\text{O}_3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1–0.3</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Sr}_0.2\text{Y}_0.8\text{TiO}_3)</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Pr}<em>{0.4}\text{Sr}</em>{0.6}\text{Co}<em>{0.2}\text{Fe}</em>{0.7}\text{Nb}_{0.1}\text{O}_3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Y}<em>{0.2}\text{Zr}</em>{0.6}\text{Ti}<em>{0.16}\text{O}</em>{1.9})</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{La}<em>{0.6}\text{Sr}</em>{0.4}\text{Cr}<em>{0.9}\text{Mn}</em>{0.1}\text{O}_3 + 2\text{wt}%\text{Pd})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.8 in CH\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{YSZ-40 wt}%\text{Cr}_2\text{O}_3 + 1\text{wt}%\text{Pd})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Interconnect

In SOFC stack electrical connection between the adjacent cells is provided by interconnect. The materials of interconnect must have properties like high thermal conductivity, high electrical conductivity, and matching thermal expansion coefficients with other components of the cell. It must also be impermeable to gas, have high mechanical strength and phase stability in the extreme operating environment of fuel cell [35,87,88]. The interconnect materials used in SOFC operating in temperature range of 500–1000 \(^\circ\)C are usually composed of metals, ceramics or their composites. The commonly used ceramic interconnect material is basically Perovskite lanthanum chromite (LaCrO\textsubscript{3}) in which doping of elements like Sr and Ca is done in order to obtain desired thermal and electrical properties along with the phase stability in extreme operating environments of SOFC [35,89].

Nickel and calcium doped yttrium chromites are other materials that have shown their compatibility with YSZ in terms of resistance to zirconate formation and sinterability in air. However, low thermal and electrical conductivities have been observed in case of ceramic interconnects. The high fabrication cost of ceramic interconnects limits it to tubular geometry that requires less material [90]. Thus, metallic interconnects are considered to be better option as compared to ceramic interconnects. The drawback of metallic interconnect is that they undergo oxidation (corrosion), contamination of cathode takes place due to evaporation of chromium and mismatching of thermal expansion coefficient with other ceramic materials of SOFC components. The most used materials which have matching thermal expansion coefficients with ceramic components are usually alloys of chrome and ferrite stainless steel [91]. Plansee Ducralloy (94 CrSFe/Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}) was the foremost chromium alloy used as ceramic material replacement [91,92]. This alloy has shown better resistance to oxidation, bears good mechanical strength and exhibits matching thermal expansion coefficient with other components of SOFC. However, cost of fabrication for this material is very high. On the other hand, although ferrite stainless steel offers low fabrication cost along with matching thermal expansion coefficient, oxidation characteristics are poor that in cathode environment, resulting in oxide scale growth. This growth leads to high area specific resistance [91]. The vapor phase of Cr\textsuperscript{6+} species reacts with LSM in the presence of oxygen/water to develop new phases. Furthermore, it diffuses to electrolyte/cathode interface and deposits chromia and other species resulting in devastating cell deterioration [87]. In order to avoid all this protective coating layer of materials like reactive element oxides, spinels, nitrides and conductive perovskites, etc., have been suggested by researchers. The best of all coatings on ferrite stainless steel is the chromium free spinel coating (Mn,Co)\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} [35,91–99].
3.5. Sealing Materials

The mixing of fuel and oxidant in SOFC is avoided with the help of sealing materials. In tubular geometry of SOFCs, the sealing is not a major problem; however, in planar SOFCs it is one of the critical issues. The SOFCs seal must have matching thermal expansion coefficients with electrolyte, be non-reactive in contact with SOFCs components and have thermal stability in SOFC environment. SOFCs seals can be divided into two types; compressive seals (mica sheets or metal gaskets) and rigid seals (composites of glass/ceramic or glass). The low cost and air tight seals are usually composite glass ceramic seals such as CaO-SiO$_2$ and BaO-Al$_2$O$_3$-SiO$_2$ [12,50,100,101]. Furthermore, these materials show chemical inertness toward components in contact with them as compared to bare borosilicate type glasses. No doubt glass seals perform well in SOFC operating environment for short to midterm operations but their stability for long term operations (>20,000 operating h) is still not fully known. Furthermore, the ability of thermal cycling of these materials in startup and shutdown of SOFCs is a key issue. Also, in the case of rigid seal, whole SOFC stack will also become rigid, thus if the single cell cracks, the whole stack will become useless [50,100]. On the other hand, compressive seal is much more resistant to thermal shocks and remains stable for long term operations, but if metal gaskets are used in these seals it can lead to short circuiting. An intense compression is needed in case of mica sheet seals in order to be hermetic [100]. Therefore, a hybrid approach can be taken, i.e., rigid seal along with compressive seal can be used. Minimal seal leakage with outstanding performance of thermal cycling is observed while using hybrid seals [102,103]. It is observed from the literature that no single approach is taken by R & D groups and companies toward the usage of sealing technology [12,35,100,102,103].

4. Fuel Cell Designs

From the 1960s, a great deal of SOFCs and their stack designs have been suggested by a number of different groups [103]. Many of these designs have been incorporated for various applications ranging from few watts to multiple kilowatts [10,12,35,103].

The drastic changes are achievable by altering the design of the cell and varying the dimensions of the SOFC components even if materials used are the same. Similarly, varying the stack design not only affects the performance but also life time of SOFC components. The design of the stack is directly dependent on the cell design [35,50,103].

Cell Design

The fuel cell performance can be limited by three key factors, namely the ohmic losses caused by transportation of charges, catalytic activity and losses due to mass transport due to either by flow of gas or transportation of ions through components of the cell. The limitations of mass and ohmic transportations are directly related to the thickness of the different cell components, which means they are directly connected to the fuel cell design, whereas materials used in the components of cell affect the catalytic activity of electrodes. Beside performance, other factors that are taken into account for the fuel cell design are: cost of materials and mechanical strength [8,102,103].

Generally, four different types of cell designs are used, namely: cathode supported, electrolyte supported, anode supported and externally supported designs shown in Figure 4. In each of the above mentioned designs, one cell component is usually thicker by about 1–5 mm than other components in order to provide mechanical support to the cell. In order to increase the cell performance, its mechanical strength and to reduce the cell cost, the thickness of different components of the cell other than support materials are small, i.e., in the range of 5–50 µm. The mechanical strength of the cell can be increased by reducing the cracks or porosity, thermo-mechanical stress that develops due to mismatched thermal expansion coefficient of the different components of the cell [8,12,102–104].
The electrolyte supported fuel cell is the most commonly used design. Electrolyte supported design has advantages over the other designs in terms of fabrication simplicity and mechanical strength. In this design the thickness of non porous electrolyte is of the range of 50-500 µm. The electrodes are deposited on either side by wet methods like dip coating or screen printing. Normally, electrolyte material is fired at a higher temperature on which electrodes are then deposited and fired at lower temperatures. This method helps in avoiding the reaction of materials combination with dense electrolytes at higher temperature like in the case of LSM and LSCF materials (cathode) that reacts at higher temperature with most commonly used materials. The disadvantage of this type of design is the reduced overall performance due to thicker electrolyte required for mechanical strength of the cell [102,105].

The fuel cell designs based on cathode support are considered to be an excellent design on the basis of system size being developed and operating hours with nominal degradations. This design was abandoned in early 2000 due to high cost of support materials and manufacturing cost [106]. The rare earth oxide cathode materials, i.e., lanthanum oxide, are the main cause of its high cost. The high cost along with cost of support structures developed LSM due to its low mechanical strength and high density resulted into extremely high manufacturing cost as compared to structure developed from NiO/YSZ or pristine zirconia. Also, at the high temperature that is a requirement for the conventional ceramic processing, lanthanum oxide reacts with zirconia [103,105]. In order to avoid high temperature processing routes so that reaction of lanthanum oxide with zirconia can be avoided, simple temperature processing techniques like vapor deposition is used but it increases the manufacturing cost [107]. At present, no large scale work on the basis of this design is going on but the recent advancements in the cathode materials like lesser rare earth content and development of low cost cathode manufacturing techniques like cathode infiltration may result in the revival of cathode supported design in the near future [106,108].

Fuel cell designs based on anode support in which especially NiO-YSZ cerments are extremely popular because of their high strength, low solubility of NiO in Zirconia, ease in fabrication and its high electrical conductivity with small ohmic losses. However, high thermal expansion of NiO as compared to zirconia and large change in volume due to reduction of the anode material during cell operation makes it prone to electrolyte cracking in period of fabrication and cell operation. The problem of
electrolyte cracking in order to maintain performance of cell can be sorted out by controlling the thickness of electrolyte, microstructure support and carefully selecting the content of NiO in composite of NiO-YSZ [68,102,103,109].

The supported cell designs are further segregated into two sub categories namely; ceramic and metal supported designs shown in Figure 5. From these two sub categories, ceramic support materials are usually preferred for the ceramic based fuel cell due to their inertness and low thermal expansion coefficient. The cathode degradation becomes limited due to reduced use of high chrome in high temperature alloys [87].

![Figure 5. (a) Ceramic supported and (b) Metal supported cell designs [8].](image)

The cell designs based on ceramic support materials are generally considered not to be suitable for the system that undergoes fast and continuous thermal cycles due to their high stiffness and lower toughness [8,102,103].

Cell designs based on metal support are somehow difficult to manufacture since metal cannot be heated to the high temperature which is normally needed for processing of ceramic components. Also, high temperature metal alloys are chemically unstable in the cathode’s oxidizing environment, which results in the reduction of cell’s lifetime. Beside above shortcoming of metal support design, it is still a very attractive design due to its very high electrical conductivity, high strength and fine resistance to thermal shock which helps its usage in automotive and residential micro-CHP sectors [68,102,103].

5. Stack Designs

A number of stack designs are developed over a period of time but currently most focus is given to tubular, planar and hybrid designs with varying designs for the distribution system of fuel and air. Planar designs have low fabrication cost but sealing in the case of planar design is difficult due to varying thermal expansion coefficient of components of stack during thermal cycling. A suitable candidate for interconnect material is not well defined in case of planar design. On the other hand, tubular design does not demand complex sealing but cost of fabrication is very high in this design [12,102,103]. Figures 6 and 7 show the schematic of tubular and planar stack design. The hybrid designs based on modified or flattened tubes eases the issues related to fabrication cost by utilization of techniques like screen printing [102,103,110]. In conclusion, currently there is no specific design that is playing a leading role. Figure 8 represents the SOFC units designed by CERES and Bloom Energy.
6. Fabrication Technologies

Generally conventional ceramic processing techniques like dip coating, tape casting, calendar rolling, screen printing, etc., are used to fabricate high temperature SOFCs due to their number of layers with varying thickness normally in the range of 10–100 μm [12,102,103]. There are also other techniques like CVD, PLD, plasma spraying and electro-phoretic deposition that avoid chemical interaction of components but still they are unpopular due to their complexity and additional cost [12,102]. Table 4 gives the concise description of different deposition techniques used for SOFC components fabrication along with their features [12,102,111].
7. SOFC Fuels

The key superiority of SOFC over other fuel cells is the flexibility in choosing fuel for its operation. One can utilize either hydrogen or hydrocarbon or hydrocarbon derived fuels. The high temperature SOFC also has another important advantage that it can operate directly on practical hydrocarbon without any complex or sophisticated external fuel reformer systems. The hydrogen and carbon monoxide are the typical fuels for high temperature fuel cell which then get oxidized at anode into water and carbon dioxide along with electrical power and large heat [12,103]. The generation of hydrogen can be done by electrolysis of water through renewable energy [112]. Natural gas is considered to be the most common fuel for stationary application. Its composition is mainly based on methane but it also contains higher hydrocarbons along with sulphur containing compounds. Both higher hydrocarbons and sulphur containing compounds result into carbon deposition and sulphur poisoning of the electrodes during SOFC operation. In this case excess of oxygen or steam is usually given in order to avoid coking and carbon deposition. Another advantage of using natural gas is that it can also be used as fuel without any reformer system in high temperature SOFC as it can internally be reformed through oxygen or co fed steam in SOFC stacks due to high temperature. For remote and small scale applications, bottled gas such as butane or propane are used rather than methane. However, carbon deposition is difficult to avoid in the case of using bottled gas as fuel [103]. Other hydrocarbon fuels such as LPG, Napatha, kerosene, diesel, gasoline can also be used as SOFC fuel but a reformer or fuel cleaning unit is required to clean the fuel [8]. There are a wide range of practical fuels that can be used in SOFC, some of which are shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 9. Fuels for solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC).](image-url)

8. Performance

The plot between potential and current density are used to evaluate the performance of cell after optimization of different parameters like type of component material, cell design, fuel, fabrication technology and appropriate temperature. Table 5 gives power densities with varying parameters such as different component materials, temperature and fuel. In the past, intense research has been carried out regarding configuration LSM-YSZ/YSZ/NiO-YSZ using hydrogen fuel. Later on LSCF is used as an alternative of LSM due to its higher ionic conductivity. Researchers also investigated the composite of electrolyte and LSCF in order to enhance ionic conductivity. A significant research has also been done to attain maximum power density with fuels other than hydrogen.
Table 4. A brief description of different deposition techniques [111].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposition Technique</th>
<th>Concise Description</th>
<th>Common Applications</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screen printing</td>
<td>The prepared suspension is placed on the screen and is forced by pressure for its passage.</td>
<td>Electrolyte, anode and cathode</td>
<td>Scale-up is easily feasible. Formation of cracks take place in some ceria based electrolytes and has improper densification.</td>
<td>[12,103,113]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape casting</td>
<td>Deposition of ceramic film is done temporary support consisting of mobile sheet. Doctor blade device is used to have desired thickness.</td>
<td>Electrolyte and anode</td>
<td>Scale-up is easily feasible, multilayer cells production, Electrolytes with various thicknesses can be produced. No suitable for large cell areas.</td>
<td>[12,103,114]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric Plasma spray (APS)</td>
<td>Plasma jet (~10,000 K) is used to melt particles which are then sprayed over the substrate with quick solidification.</td>
<td>Electrolyte, anode, cathode and inter connector</td>
<td>Rapid deposition, Films having varying microstructure and compositions can be produced, SOFC layers can be deposited without sintering on metallic substrates, scale-up is easily feasible.</td>
<td>[12,103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray Pyrolyse</td>
<td>A suspension comprised of powder is sprayed on hot substrate followed by sintering in order to deposit a film.</td>
<td>Electrolyte</td>
<td>Thin and impermeable electrolytes, gradient layer can be produced by changing the solution</td>
<td>[12,103,115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colloidal sprayed position (CSD)</td>
<td>A colloidal solution is pumped to liquid dispersing apparatus, like an ultrasonic nozzle on hot substrate.</td>
<td>Electrolyte and cathode</td>
<td>Low cathode ASR(area specific resistance), increasing in power density.</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical vaporized position (CVD)</td>
<td>Deposition takes place by gas phase reaction between metal halide precursors and a hot substrate.</td>
<td>Cathode and Electrolyte</td>
<td>Electrolyte thin film Low deposition, high temperatures needed, high apparatus costs, corrosive products.</td>
<td>[12,116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrochemical vaporized position (EVD)</td>
<td>Metal chloride vapors and water vapor or oxygen are placed on either side of the substrate in a chamber. Due to reaction between the metal chloride and water vapor, closure of pores takes place and then film growth takes place due to formation of an electrochemical potential gradient</td>
<td>Tubular cells electrolytes and interconnect</td>
<td>Dense film can be deposited on porous substrate; can be used for tubular substrate, homogeneous films having good mechanical properties can be obtained, Low sintering, temperature, High SOFC’s cost, high temperature needed for rapid deposition</td>
<td>[12,103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin coating</td>
<td>Film can be produced by spinning a sol gel precursor on porous or dense substrate. The thickness of the film can be controlled by stir rate</td>
<td>Electrolyte</td>
<td>Dense and thin electrolyte can be obtained</td>
<td>[12,103,114]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dip coating or Slurry coating</td>
<td>The substrate is dipped in an alcoholic or aqueous or suspension which is then dried at room temperature. After that it is preheated this is then followed by sintering. The procedure is repeated again and again</td>
<td>Electrolyte, anode and cathode</td>
<td>It is low cost method but time consuming</td>
<td>[12,103,116,117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape calendaring</td>
<td>It is analogous to tape casting, but spacing between rollers is used to control the thickness. The deposited suspension is a thermoplastic material.</td>
<td>Anode and electrolyte</td>
<td>Electrolyte with varying thickness is possible, multilayer cells can be produced.</td>
<td>[12,103,114]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sputtering</td>
<td>Noble gas ions usually argon ions are used to bombard the target material. After that, atoms or ions of the targeted material are released and deposited on the substrate.</td>
<td>Electrolyte, anode and cathode</td>
<td>Thin electrolyte films are attainable; Morphology and composition can be controlled; Low temperature for deposition. Ceria films can be cracked; high cost; Techniques like radio-frequency (RF)sputtering and direct current (DC)sputtering are time consuming</td>
<td>[12,103]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Electrophoretic deposition (EPD) or laser ablation

**Concise Description**

An electric field is applied forcing charged particles suspended in a liquid to move toward an electrode with opposite charge. Laser ablation of material is done in vacuum which is then deposited on substrate at temperature of about 700 °C.

**Common Applications**

Electrolyte and cathode

**Features**

Electrolyte and cathode Miniaturized SOFC can be produced, have potential for automation, nano structures can be formed

**References**

[12,103,116,117,12]

**Painting**

The suspension is deposited by a paintbrush on substrate.

**Concise Description**

The salts of required cations are dissolved to form solution. The colloid is then dried to obtain a powder that is deposited by conventional methods or it is partially dried to yield viscous slurry that is deposited by a wet method.

**Common Applications**

Electrolyte and cathode

**Features**

Electrolyte High sintering temperature is not needed

**References**

[12]

**Table 4.** Electrical performance of SOFC with different materials [111].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposition Technique</th>
<th>Concise Description</th>
<th>Common Applications</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electrophoretic deposition (EPD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Electrolyte and cathode</td>
<td>Easy operation; homogeneous films, effortless deposition on complex forms substrates; controlled film thickness, scale-up is easily feasible; cheaper option to deposit electrolyte on tubular cathode.</td>
<td>[12,103,116,117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) or laser ablation</strong></td>
<td>Laser ablation of material is done in vacuum which is then deposited on substrate at temperature of about 700 °C.</td>
<td>Electrolyte and cathode</td>
<td>Miniaturized SOFC can be produced, have potential for automation, nano structures can be formed</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sol Gel</strong></td>
<td>The salts of required cations are dissolved to form solution. The colloid is then dried to obtain a powder that is deposited by conventional methods or it is partially dried to yield viscous slurry that is deposited by a wet method.</td>
<td>Electrolyte</td>
<td>High sintering temperature is not needed</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Painting</strong></td>
<td>The suspension is deposited by a paintbrush on substrate.</td>
<td>Electrolyte, anode and cathode</td>
<td>Easy method, scale up is hard, not reproducible.</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.** Applications Features References

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anode</th>
<th>Cathode</th>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>Max. Power Density (mW cm⁻²)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NiO/YSZ (support cell)</td>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅Co₁₂O₃₀•₅₆ (30 µm)</td>
<td>ZrO₂/Y₂O₃ (4 µm) + SDC (1 µm)</td>
<td>H₂ (3 wt. % H₂O)</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>[117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiO/YSZ (0.5 mm)</td>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅MnO₃/YSZ</td>
<td>ZrO₂/Y₂O₃ (14.9 µm)</td>
<td>H₂ (3 wt. % H₂O)</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>[118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiO/YSZ (support cell)</td>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅Co₁₂O₃₀•₅₆</td>
<td>ZrO₂/Y₂O₃ (0.2 mm)</td>
<td>H₂ (3 wt. % H₂O)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>[119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiO/YSZ (0.8 mm)</td>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅Co₁₂O₃₀•₅₆ (6 µm)</td>
<td>ZrO₂/Y₂O₃ (8 µm)</td>
<td>H₂</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>[120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiO/YSZ (support cell)</td>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅Co₁₂O₃₀•₅₆ / Y₂O₃/YSZ</td>
<td>YSZ dense + YSZ porous (9µm)</td>
<td>H₂</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>[121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiO/YSZ (0.5 mm)</td>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅Co₁₂O₃₀•₅₆ / Ce₀₂Gd₀₂O₃•ₔ</td>
<td>ZrO₂/Y₂O₃·25 µm</td>
<td>H₂ (3 wt. % H₂O)</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>[122]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiO/YSZ (1.5 mm)</td>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅Co₁₂O₃₀•₅₆ (45 µm)</td>
<td>ZrO₂/Y₂O₃(Ce₀₂Gd₀₂O₃•₂) Interlayer</td>
<td>H₂ (3 wt. % H₂O)</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>[123]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅TiO₃</td>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅Co₂O₃</td>
<td>ZrO₂/Y₂O₃ (50-75 µm)</td>
<td>H₂ (3 wt. % H₂O)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>[124]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅TiO₃ (~15 µm)</td>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅Co₂O₃ (1 µm)</td>
<td>H₂ (3 wt. % H₂O)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>[125]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiO/GDC: NiO-Ce₀₂Gd₀₂O₃•ₔ</td>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅Co₁₂O₃₀•₅₆ / Ce₀₂Gd₀₂O₃•ₔ</td>
<td>Ce₀₂Gd₀₂O₃•ₔ (thickness: &lt;20µm)</td>
<td>H₂ (3 wt. % H₂O)</td>
<td>35 (550 °C) and 60 (600 °C)</td>
<td>550 and 600</td>
<td>[126]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiO/Ce₀₂Gd₀₂O₃•ₔ/RuO₂ (1.0 mm)</td>
<td>Sm₀₈Sr₀₆Co₂O₃</td>
<td>Ce₀₂Gd₀₂O₃•ₔ (25-40 µm)</td>
<td>Methane/Ethane/propene</td>
<td>750 (methane), 716 (ethane), 648 (propane)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>[127]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅Fe₀₂O₃/Ce₀₂Gd₀₂O₃•ₔ (300 µm support cell)</td>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅Fe₀₂O₃/Ce₀₂Gd₀₂O₃•ₔ (5 µm)</td>
<td>Ce₀₂Gd₀₂O₃•ₔ</td>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>[128]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅Co₁₂O₃₀•₅₆</td>
<td>La₂₀.₅Sr₁₀₄₅Co₁₂O₃₀•₅₆ (~9)</td>
<td>ZrO₂/Y₂O₃ (1.6 mm)</td>
<td>Hydrogen/methane</td>
<td>300 (CH₄) and 500 (H₂)</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>[129]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. Challenges on Developing Fuel Cell

During the past decade, in the development of SOFC some major goals (such as SOFC operating temperature lowered from 1000 °C to 550 °C, stack cost being reduced from $1500/kW to $150/kW, life time being increased from 15,000 h to 40,000 h and attaining power densities consistently greater than 1 W/cm²) have been achieved [63,130–134]. However, despite all these achievements a number of challenges still remain. These challenges include further improvement of SOFC microstructure and material properties that can help to reduce the operating temperature and thus make the cell cost effective. This will help to have greater thermodynamic efficiencies, longer lifetime and quick startup times. Currently, different approaches like nanostructured thin film micro SOFCs, thick film SOFCs, strain engineered materials, etc., are being pursued to address this problem but still it is unclear which method or technology will be the ultimate one [130]. Another challenge on which researchers are working hard is to reduce the cost of production, storage and transportation of hydrogen. Researchers are trying to develop proper infrastructure that will help to rectify these problems. The production of hydrogen through electrolysis and steam methane reforming on wide scale will help to reduce the cost of hydrogen. Along cost effective hydrogen production, researchers are working on cost effective storage [21]. Beside all these accomplishments and efforts there is still a long way to travel.

10. Summary

Solid Oxide Fuel Cell technology offers an alternative efficient and environment friendly power generation source. High temperature SOFC also removes the need for a precious metal catalyst and enables internal reformation of fuels, therefore reducing the cost of fuel cell. Another advantage of SOFC is the versatility of the fuels which can be utilized by it. A significant work has been done during the last decade to attain maximum power densities. Different innovative materials have been identified/developed and tested to make fuel cell cost effective and durable in order to make SOFC suitable for commercialization. Also, these materials are replacing traditional materials for the case when SOFC uses hydrocarbon as fuel. In addition to materials, different designs and fabrication technologies are also evolving in order to meet the requirement of cost reduction for SOFC commercialization. Still there are many hurdles and challenges to overcome and this field will take years to mature.
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